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Furman ALUMNI NEWS
ALUMNI BENEFITS: A REMINDER OF WHAT FURMAN OFFERS YOU .........................................................................................
FOR SOME REASON I have the cheer “It’s great to be

The tangible and ongoing benefits the university

time only) as well as a sleeve of Titleist Pro V1 balls

a Furman Paladin!” playing over and over in my head.

provides for alumni include:

Maybe it’s because we’ve just



(good anytime through the end of the year). All you

welcomed the Class of 2010

reunions every five years.

into the Alumni Association.







Homecoming every year, with organized class

have to do is start before 3 p.m. and pay the regular
greens fee. For $500, alumni may also acquire a pass

A free lifetime subscription to Furman magazine.

that allows them to play at Furman at faculty/staff

A lifetime e-mail forward account with

rates for five years from the date of purchase. Call

We’re delighted to have yet



another outstanding group of

yourname@alumni.furman.edu, available through

young people as part of our

the Alumni Association at http://alumni.furman.edu.

alumni base.



the Furman Golf Club, (864) 294-9090, to learn more.
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Surrounded by family and friends, Irene

The Frank H. Stelling and C. Dayton

THIS YEAR IS REUNION!

Christyn Scott, an employee of H&R

Dill Loftis celebrated her 100th birthday

Riddle Orthopaedic Education and

After working for 25 years in casino

Block in Greenville, passed the IRS Special

in December at National HealthCare in

Research Laboratory Endowment has been

marketing, Stephanie Pringhipakis of

Enrollment Exam and met the qualifications

Clinton, S.C., where she lives. She and her

established to support a research lab in

Aurora, Ill., switched careers six years ago

to become an enrolled agent.

daughter, Ann Loftis Hall ’61 (M.A. ’92),

the Clemson University Biomedical and

and now works as a healthcare interpreter

completed requirements for graduation

Bioengineering Translational Research

and translator in an early intervention

from Furman the same year; Irene had

Facility, which is part of the Greenville

program for children up to age 3. She

Melinda Long’s 2003 children’s book

entered Greenville Woman’s College in the

Hospital System University Medical Center.

interprets for the child, the therapist,

How I Became a Pirate is now a stage play

1920s, left after three years, then returned

Dayton, the first honor graduate of the

the parent and the medical provider.

and was produced by the South Carolina

to finish her final year with her daughter

Medical University of South Carolina in

and march with her at Commencement.

1957, was in private practice at Greenville’s

76

She went on to a long career as a librarian

Piedmont Orthopaedic Clinic from

After four years at the Union County (S.C.)

and teacher in Greenville County.

1964 to 1988. In 1979 he was named

Carnegie Library, Nancy Rosenwald has

academic chair of the orthopaedic surgery

become information strategies director

James Pasquarette, a deputy

department in the Greenville Hospital

at the South Carolina State Library in

commander for support for the 4th Infantry

41

82

Children’s Theatre in February. She lives
in Greenville.

83

Earl Rice has retired after practicing law

System. He is a past president of the

Columbia. Under her direction the Union

Division at Fort Carson, Colo., has been

in Anderson, S.C., for nearly 70 years.

South Carolina Orthopaedic Association

library was named the 2009 Best Small

promoted to brigadier general. The 4th

many exciting university activities in which you can

After learning to fly airplanes while a

and since 2001 has served as chairman

Library in America by the American Library

Infantry includes four brigades of 3,500 to

of the world through Furman Clubs or other special

be involved. But we need your help to do so. If you

student at Furman, he volunteered for

emeritus of the University Medical Center.

Association. In her new position she is

4,000 soldiers each. He has also served as

we’ve experienced a wave

offerings. As an example, we will be bringing

haven’t already, please send your up-to-date e-mail

the U.S. Army Air Corps and for five years

Frank Stelling was chief surgeon at Shriners

overseeing a $140,000 Timken Foundation

executive officer to the Army Chief of Staff

of nostalgia over the last few months in anticipation

President Smolla to select areas beginning this

address, phone number and employment information

trained American, Austrian and British

Hospital in Greenville for 29 years.

grant to the Union library.

and as commander of the 4th Infantry’s

of the June 30 retirement of David E. Shi ’73 and

summer. If we make it to your neck of the woods,

to alumni@furman.edu.

pilots. He then returned to Anderson and

his wife, Susan Thomson Shi ’71, after 16 years as

please plan to join us. We want him to get to know

68

77

Furman’s outstanding First Couple. This spring we held

our amazing Furman family, and vice versa.

several events to give alumni, parents and friends in



different areas of the country a chance to express their

headed by John Barker. The office has a wide array

Or maybe it’s because

appreciation to the Shis for their leadership and service
to alma mater.
Even though we are sad to see Susan and David





Alumni events on campus and in your part

Free access to the Office of Career Services,

of resources from which you may draw, and you can
request lists of alumni, parents and friends of the
university in hundreds of career fields.


Furman wants to keep you informed of the

joined his father’s law practice. He also

IT’S NEVER TOO EARLY to make plans for
Homecoming. This year’s festivities are set for October

in Birmingham, Ala., has been elected to a

senior director of evangelism and

Chattanooga as the football team’s opponent. We will

full term on the board of the Birmingham

conferences for the Scott Dawson

hold special reunions for classes ending in 0 and 5 and

living in Greenville, has written 19 books,

the district’s High School Sports Hall of

Business Alliance for 2010. He has

Evangelistic Association, is co-director for

three of which — Remembrances, Thorns

Fame. During 16 seasons as a coach in the

concentrated in bankruptcy, reorganization

Mission Africa in Fellowship with the Third

(a story about Jesus, illustrated by Janice

county, including 12 at Mount Tabor High,

and creditors’ rights for more than 25 years

Lausanne Congress on World Evangelism,

Tyson) and The Journey (a trip through the

he compiled a record of 147-52-1 and won

and maintained an active practice in estate

to be held in South Africa in October.

50 states, illustrated by Carolyn Somers)

11 conference titles. In 2001 he was the

and probate law. He is listed in The Best

Visit www.MissionAfrica2010.com.

are in the Greenville County Library. She

North Carolina Prep Football 4A Coach of

Lawyers in America for Bankruptcy and

has published four books of short stories

the Year.

Creditor-Debtor Rights Law and in Alabama

celebrate the 50th reunion of the Class of 1960!
event because it will feature the inauguration of Rod

next leaders. Although change can be unsettling, in

an intern, Furman students are eager and willing

Smolla as Furman’s 11th president. As of this writing,

this case the campus mood is one of eager anticipation

to acquire firsthand job experience.


the inauguration is scheduled for Friday, October 22,

as Furman prepares to launch a new era.

Homecoming will be even more of a must-attend

at 10 a.m. in Timmons Arena.

72

Edward Earl joined Microsoft in Bellevue,

Stacy Sauls, Episcopal bishop of

Wash., in January as a software design

with pictures from her doll collection,

George and Elisabeth Faile have returned

Lexington, Ky., has been awarded an LL.M.

engineer. He previously worked as a

includes a letter from Laura Bush. Frances

to the States for their final furlough before

degree in canon law with distinction from

consultant for 4ward Sciences, Inc., for

volunteers as a storyteller in local schools

retirement from the International Mission

Cardiff University in Wales. His dissertation

two years.

and frequently speaks to church groups

Board of the Southern Baptist Convention

was on the Anglican Covenant. Stacy has

Melanie Helling recently received

and at nursing centers.

after 22 years in Ghana, West Africa,

chaired the House of Bishops Task Force on

National Board Certification as an early

2010, alumni who are verified through the university

where they worked at the Baptist Medical

property disputes and is on the Presiding

adolescence science specialist. She lives in

may receive a Furman Golf Club metal bag tag (one

Centre. They plan to settle in the north

Bishop’s Advisory Committee on litigation.

Greer, S.C., and teaches at Bell’s Crossing

More details will follow this summer, either

AS FURMAN ALUMNI, we need to remember that

discount on apparel purchases, as well as periodic

through the mail or the Alumni Association Web page.

we are part of an amazing institution. We stand on

discounts and promotions not available to the general

It should be another great fall weekend at Furman and

the shoulders of giants who came before us, and each

public. To register, call the University Store at

in Greenville, so make plans to attend!

year we send new giants out into the world to do great

(864) 294-2164.

things.





Golf course benefits. Through December 31,

— TOM TRIPLITT ’76
Director, Alumni Association

and poetry based on Biblical personalities,
and her Meet the First Ladies, illustrated

Georgia area.

34 FURMAN | SPRING 2010

86

Super Lawyers.

for this new program will receive a 15 percent

forget its alumni once they receive their diplomas.

Scott Lenning of Birmingham., Ala.,

Schools and later director of athletics for
the school system, has been inducted into

the direction of Susan Zeiger. If you’re looking for

We also should remember that Furman doesn’t

84

of Haskell Slaughter Young & Rediker, LLC,

Frances Jones Rish, a retired teacher

await the arrival of Rod and Michele Smolla as Furman’s

Bookstore discounts. Alumni who register

Thomas Reynolds, managing partner

22–24, with Southern Conference rival Tennessee-





Bob Sapp, longtime football coach in
the Winston-Salem/Forsyth County (N.C.)

48

go, there is an air of expectancy on campus as we

An outstanding internship program under

served as a judge for 14 years.

1st Brigade.

Elementary School.
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2009-10 ALUMNI BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Clare Folio Morris ’83, president; J. Chris Brown ’89, president-elect; Harriet
Arnold Wilburn ’74, past president; Rebecca Ann Armacost ’89; Lynn Neely
Bailey ’78; N. Staten Bitting, Jr. ’75; Frank W. Blackwell ’90; John M. Block ’63;
Mary Lou Walch Cagle ’69; Bobby E. Church ’78; Paul D. Goebel ’63; Michael
L. Guynn ’91; Shannon Scruby Henderson ’75; L. Yates Johnson, Jr. ’59; Gwinn

BIRTHS: Michael and Julia Bellon, a

is a vice president for institutional accounts

son, Matthew Robert, January 13, 2009,

in the securities unit of Deutsche Bank.

Columbia, S.C. Michael is the music

BIRTHS: David and Tiffany Lanning, a

teacher at Sandel Elementary School and

daughter, Rose Lee Lanning, November 5,

Julia is associate registrar at the University

Simpsonville, S.C. (This corrects an item

of South Carolina.

from the winter issue.)

C. Moon, Jr. ’76; William P. Morrow, Jr. ’54; Emmett L. Patrick ’56; Scott W.

long before Hartwell began working on what

Hartwell says. “We would try to convince

turned out to be the biggest break of his

big publishers to do a big deal with us. It felt

career.

like a non-stop interview, which I didn’t feel

“JAMDAT Mobile approached my old

was the ideal way to exist in a company.”

Travis and Crystal Miller, a daughter,

company about making a bowling game,” he

Andrew William, November 24, Gainesville,

Ava Danielle, September 10. Travis is the

says. “We reluctantly said yes, because we

Kellie, a University of Washington graduate he

Fla.

basketball coach at Blacksburg (S.C.) High

were more focused on console systems like

met at his first software job, where she was

School.

PlayStation and GameCube.”

head of North American sales. Her contacts

Matt and Ellen Huntley Dubé, a son,

Earle Kneeland ’89; J. Cordell Maddox ’54; James N. Martin ’79; Herman A.
Matherson, Jr. ’79; Andrew C. Medlyn ’97; Matthew A. Miller ’99; Joseph

GAME BOY: HARTWELL’S COMPANY FINDS CELL PHONE NICHE

93

But JAMDAT Bowling turned into a

Langley and Diane Whitehead

Hartwell’s ace in the hole was his wife,

and skills helped open doors.

Adam Cain of Sharpsburg, Ga., was

Respess, a daughter, Virginia May, May 7,

phenomenon that changed phone gaming

Raeber ’92; Gordon D. Seay ’61; Ellison L. Smith ’89; Leslie L. Smith ’91; Cynthia

ordained to the gospel ministry at East

2009. They live in Atlanta.

forever. For three years it was North America’s

depended on coming up with a good game.

Black Sparks ’80; Heyward M. Sullivan ’59; William N. Turrentine ’64; Connie

Newnan Baptist Church in January. He is

A deal with JAMDAT to develop a golf game

the new student minister at Luthersville

96

most popular game. According to Hartwell, at

Gartrell Williams ’74.

one point it drove a third of JAMDAT’s sales.

provided the cash for what turned out to be

Baptist Church. In addition to his ministry

Edith Johnson Overall recently become

Ex-Officio and Other Members: David Shi ’73, president; Michael Gatchell

role, he has a full-time job at SMC in

organist/music associate at Church Street

’91, vice president for development; Tom Triplitt ’76, director of Alumni

Peachtree City as database administrator.

United Methodist Church in Knoxville,

Association; Jane Dungan, associate director of Alumni Association; Tina Hayes

Elizabeth Watkins McLemore,

Tenn.

Ballew ’78, associate director of Alumni Association; Cal Hurst ’04, president,

currently enrolled in a pre-nursing

Brian Sheridan earned his Doctor of

Young Alumni Council; Andrew Yowler ’10, president, Student Alumni Council;

program at Tidewater Community College

Jurisprudence degree from Penn State

Ben Able ’10, president, Association of Furman Students; Rick Harris ’10,

in Portsmouth, Va., has accepted an

University and is an attorney with the

president, Senior Class.

adjunct position as a pastoral counselor at

U.S. Department of Justice.

Tidewater Pastoral Counseling Services in

Paul Smith has joined the Centers for

Norfolk. She has been pastor of churches

Disease Control and Prevention in Atlanta

in the Virginia Conference of the United

as a sector manager in the Office of

89

91

BIRTH: Matthew ’91 and Gwinn

Kristi York Wooten, whose article

Methodist Church for the past 10 years

Sustainability. He is responsible for helping

Earle Kneeland, a daughter, Emilyn

“When the Wall Came Tumbling Down”

and is now on a leave of absence.

to reduce the carbon footprint of the

Prior Kneeland, October 30. They live

appeared in the Fall 2009 issue of Furman

in Simpsonville, S.C.

magazine, was co-writer and music

90
THIS YEAR IS REUNION!
Clay Clifton recently joined the staff
of San Diego (Calif.) Coastkeeper, the

director of “Half the Sky LIVE” February 11

94
Mark and Austin Shelley live in

CDC. He is studying for a master’s degree

With its success, Hartwell saw an
opportunity.
“We were kind of dialing back down to

Hartwell knew, however, that everything

GOSUB 60’s big break: Solitaire Deluxe.
That was 2003. Today GOSUB 60
(www.gosub60.com) is the only independent

this little tiny processor, this tiny screen size,

top-10 wireless game publisher in the United

JOSH HARTWELL THINKS a chemistry

black and white as opposed to millions of

States, with 32 employees and 14 games.

degree from Furman has a lot to do with his

colors, so we really had to go for the essence

current position on the cutting edge of the

and purity of the product,” Hartwell says of

working to develop games that can be played

cell phone gaming industry.

To stay on the cutting edge, GOSUB is

the work behind JAMDAT Bowling. “And it

both on mobile devices and on sites like

No, really.

made everyone think differently about what

Facebook. The idea is for users to be able

“I read somewhere that chemistry is

makes a game. It got me to see the potential

to start a game on a phone and finish later

one of the most popular degrees of Fortune

for games in mobile devices and that they

on a computer.

500 company CEOs,” Hartwell, founder and

would one day be huge.”

CEO of GOSUB 60, says from his office in

Hartwell thought he could fill a niche by

“One of the big goals for the future is
unifying that experience across platforms,”

in health administration at Georgia State

Santa Monica, Calif. “Not that my company

creating the best products possible for phones

University.

is anywhere close to being a Fortune 500

only. At the time — eight and a half years ago
— this was borderline crazy talk. His bosses

better for Hartwell. He and Kellie live in Santa

he says.
It’s hard to imagine that things could get

in New York City. The program, based on

Princeton, N.J., where he is teaching U.S.

MARRIAGE: Amy Coley and Richard

company, but I think generally I had great

the best-selling book by Nicholas Kristof

history at Princeton High School and she is

Chambers, February 27. Amy works with a

professors, and I think a major like chemistry

did not share his enthusiasm, which eventually

Monica with their sons, Venice, Kendrick and

human resources consulting firm in Atlanta.

teaches you a mode of thinking and teaches

led to a parting of the ways.

Getty, and he sees only bigger things ahead
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you to come at things from multiple angles.”

and Sheryl WuDunn, focused on the need
to help women in developing countries

enrolled in the Master of Divinity program
at Princeton Theological Seminary.

Kraus, a daughter, Sara Renée, October

city’s largest professional environmental

overcome oppression and become forces

organization, as watershed monitoring

for economic change. It featured musical
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program manager. He previously was

performances, a short film co-directed
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director of the Ocean Recreational Water

by actress Marisa Tomei, and a celebrity

Mary-Mitchell Campbell, recipient of
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Program for the County of San Diego’s

discussion panel, and was taped and

Furman’s 2007 Outstanding Young Alumni

Department of Environmental Health.

broadcast to movie theaters across North

Charles Watson, formerly an executive

For instance, what to do in Los Angeles

With the freedom to follow his vision,
Hartwell persuaded Paul Bolten, lead pro-

for GOSUB 60.
“We’ve had tough times and we’ve had

when your music career seems to come to a

grammer of JAMDAT Bowling, to join him in

big times,” he says. “My job is managing the

dead end? That’s the predicament Hartwell

forming GOSUB 60. They set their sights on

company now, making sure we’re addressing

faced not long after graduating from Furman

creating their own signature game and selling

new markets and that this company is still

Robert Tims, Jr., earned his Doctor

in 1999, when his bluesy, classic-rock-based

it themselves.

moving as fast as it did when it was just three

Award, is music director for the Broadway

of Education degree in leadership from

band dissolved.

America March 4 in conjunction with

musical The Addams Family, which opened

Southern Baptist Theological Seminary

with Wachovia Securities, has joined the

International Women’s Day. “Half the

this spring.

in Louisville, Ky.

Financial Sponsors Group of William Blair

Sky LIVE” was presented by CARE, the

MARRIAGE: Michael Fontaine and

MARRIAGE: Brad Harmon and Catherine

and Co., a global investment firm. He

international non-profit that fights global

Lara Sullivan, December 5. They live in

Heath, May 30, 2009. Brad is associate

is based in Chicago and manages the

poverty, with a special focus on women.

New York City, where Lara is an associate

director of residence life at Furman, where

firm’s client relationships primarily in the

Learn more at www.halftheskylive.com

principal at McKinsey & Company, a

Catherine is pursuing a Bachelor of Arts

Southeast and mid-Atlantic.

or www.care.com.

management consulting firm, and Michael

degree in sociology.
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27. They live in Modesto, Calif.

His chemistry degree may not have been

In retrospect, developing a product
wasn’t as difficult as taking control of its

the reason Hartwell was hired by a software

distribution. With established companies in

company, but brains and education opened

place, carriers weren’t eager to change and

the door for his analytical abilities to take

deal directly with a little guy.

over. Testing products turned into producing
games at a second company, and it wasn’t

“Being a pure development shop,
I always felt like we were looking for a job,”

people. This industry hasn’t slowed down, so
we’ve got to constantly be changing.”
— RON WAGNER
The author, a 1993 Furman graduate, is a
freelance writer in Hendersonville, N.C. Photo
courtesy Coral von Zumwalt.
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Earle Kneeland, a daughter, Emilyn
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His chemistry degree may not have been

In retrospect, developing a product
wasn’t as difficult as taking control of its

the reason Hartwell was hired by a software

distribution. With established companies in

company, but brains and education opened

place, carriers weren’t eager to change and

the door for his analytical abilities to take

deal directly with a little guy.

over. Testing products turned into producing
games at a second company, and it wasn’t

“Being a pure development shop,
I always felt like we were looking for a job,”

people. This industry hasn’t slowed down, so
we’ve got to constantly be changing.”
— RON WAGNER
The author, a 1993 Furman graduate, is a
freelance writer in Hendersonville, N.C. Photo
courtesy Coral von Zumwalt.
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BIRTHS: Brent and Lindi Eubanks

BIRTHS: Andrew and Audrey Dodson

Metcalf, twins, a daughter, Marlee Layne

Breen, a son, Henry David, December 15,

Metcalf, and a son, William Eubanks

Charlottesville, Va.

Metcalf, November 15. They live in Moore,

David and Susan Burns, a son, Andrew

S.C.
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Jill Smith and Jason Przybyla, September

Justin “Woody” O’Dell of Marietta,
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19. They live in Atlanta.

Ga., received the Robert Benham

BIRTHS: John and Elaine Ertter, a

Community Service Award from the

daughter, Julia Cerejo, February 3. John

Robert, November 9. They live in

is an investment counselor with Fisher

Doug and Lindsay MacArthur Porter,

Georgia State Bar. A partner with the law

Greenwich, Conn. David was recently

firm of Cauthorn, Nohr & O’Dell, he was

Investments. They live in Camas, Wash.

a daughter, Sophie Makena Porter,

hired by Sage Collective as an account

recently named one of Cobb County’s

Chris and Lindsay Powell Ford, a son,

November 9. Lindsay is the foster care

supervisor to work on the Mercedes-Benz

“Top 20 Under 40” by Cobb Life magazine.

Cooper Madison, August 4, Charlottesville,

Ronnie Pascale has signed for his

Because of the large number of submissions and clippings Furman receives
for the magazine’s class notes section and the time needed to review,
compile and edit so much information, news items frequently are not
published until five or six months after they are submitted.
Furman magazine does not publish dated items (anything more than

Jeremy and Logan Lane Wolfram, a

Joshua and Melissa Linebaugh, twin

son, Zachary Hudson Wolfram, January 18.

sons, David Michael and Luke William,

They live in Greenville where Jeremy works

September 29, Grand Blanc, Mich. Joshua

for Upward Unlimited sports ministry.

is an emergency medicine resident.

01

02

J. Matthew Boyleston, assistant

Sandy Terrell Callahan has received a

professor of English and writing in the

Doctor of Jurisprudence degree from the

College of Arts and Humanities of Houston

University of Connecticut.

Va.

18 months old at time of publication) or engagement announcements.

Baptist University, has been named chair of

Laura Anthony Linz has been hired by

11th season as the goalkeeper with the

Howie and Alice Gregory Hartnett,

When sending news for class notes, please include your spouse’s or child’s

the school’s Department of Languages.

the board of Tryon (N.C.) Arts and Crafts

Richmond (Va.) Kickers professional soccer

a daughter, Reagan Marie, August 27,

name, whether your spouse is a Furman graduate, and the date and city

Jael Gadsden, a singer and songwriter

as the organization’s executive director.

Charlotte, N.C.

where the birth or marriage occurred.

based in Los Angeles, won the

She previously was executive director of

SongwriterUniverse “Best Song of the

Upstate Visual Arts in Greenville.

coordinator for the Athens (Ga.) Area

sports sponsorships.

Humane Society. Doug is a computer

Kevin ’99 and MaryAnn Whalen

programmer for IISC and coaches the

Campion, a son, Mason Rossi Campion,

University of Georgia’s men’s rugby team.

November 9, Boston, Mass. A licensed

team. He returns to captain the 2010

genetic counselor, MaryAnn is director of

squad after leading the Kickers to their

Stowe and Carrie Query, a son, Davis

the master’s program in genetic counseling

second United Soccer League Second

Charles, November 30, Charlotte, N.C.

in different years is included under the graduation date of the submitter.

Month” contest in February for her

MARRIAGE: Daiva Liktorius and

at Boston University School of Medicine.

Division championship in four years.

Matthew and Sandra Miller, a daughter,

In other cases it goes under the earliest graduation date. It is not listed

ballad “All I Need,” co-written by Kevin

Timothy Grubb, August 29. They live in

with both classes.

Randolph. The song is included on her

Greenville where she is an art director at

second album, released independently in

Erwin-Penland Advertising and he works
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Chris Riddle, a lawyer with the Florence,

When sent electronically, news about alumni couples who graduated

S.C., office of Haynsworth Sinkler

James and Heather Thornton McRae,

He is a three-time USL Second Division

Shafer Amelia, February 2. They live in

Boyd, P.A., was elected a company

a son, John Gabriel, March 8, 2009,

Goalkeeper of the Year.

Travelers Rest, S.C.

shareholder effective January 1. His

Columbia, Mo.

Tyler and Michelle Bellon Smyth, a son,

University, 3300 Poinsett Highway, Greenville, S.C. 29613, or e-mail to

April. SongwriterUniverse is an on-line

for FTI Consulting.

focus is on business formation, corporate

Tim and Courtney Dodson Schar,

Giles Schanen has been elected to
partnership in the law firm of Nelson

Samuel Theodore, December 7. They live

alumni@furman.edu. Selected information submitted to the on-line

educational/resource center assisting

BIRTHS: Bobby and Joscelyn Fletcher

transactions and commercial real estate

a daughter, Lilah Whitney, January 15.

Mullins Riley & Scarborough, LLP. He

in Charleston, S.C.

alumni registry (http://alumni.furman.edu) is included in class notes.

songwriters, artists, musicians and the

Cox, a daughter, Reagan Amelia, August

law, representing clients in real estate

They live in San Francisco.

practices in the firm’s Greenville office.

general music community.

20. They live at Fort Bragg, N.C., where

MARRIAGES: Nicole Sheppe and Ravi

Bobby is a company commander in the

John Gupta, October 10. Nicole practices

82nd Airborne Division.

acquisitions and development activities

MARRIAGES: Camille Bennett and

throughout the Carolinas. He serves on

Floyd Hollis Wilson III, May 2, 2009.

the board of the Greater Florence Habitat

They live in Los Angeles, where they

for Humanity.

are professional actors.
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BIRTHS: Andre and Emily Boland

in the Spears & Robl Law Firm LLC in

Steven and Ashley Borck Krusinski,
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Abrantes, a son, William Gabriel, March

Decatur, Ga.

a son, Steven Charles, June 18, 2009,
Charlotte, N.C.

Jessica Katherine Lynn has earned

5, 2009, Reston, Va.

Jason Baynes Turnblad and Anna

a Master of Social Work degree from

Russ and Rebecca Chambliss, a son,

Hailey Powers, September 19. Anna is an

Winthrop University.

Russell William, December 9, Birmingham,

associate attorney at the Powers Law Firm

Tracy Towle (M.A. ’01) finished the

Ala. Russ is a vice president with Mason

in Bennettsville, S.C., and Jason is assistant

MARRIAGE: Brad Rustin IV and Jessica

Corporation.

public defender in the state’s Fourth

Caroline Steadman, June 27, 2009. They
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ROGER N. CASEY, a

of Furman with a degree in English, he joined the

as a first-generation college student, I am a poster

2009 Multirace sprint triathlon season as

1983 Furman graduate

Rollins faculty in 2000 after serving as a professor and

child for what a place like McDaniel can do for a

the top-ranked female triathlete in South

John and Sherri Dickens, a daughter,

administrator for nine years at Birmingham-Southern

person. I don’t have to read about it. I live it every day

Judicial Circuit.

who has been chief

are attorneys in Greenville, she with Allen

Florida. She has been featured as an

Ally Grace, October 8, Atlanta.

BIRTHS: Leander and Gabrielle

Kopet & Associates and he with Nelson

academic and student

College in Alabama.

of my life. And I want to live that life in a collaborative

extra in several television shows, including

Shane and Catherine Hunter

Ferguson Cannick, a daughter, Eleanor

Mullins Riley & Scarborough, LLP. They

community seeking justice and education for all.”

“Burn Notice,” and in the movie “Up in

Frederick, a son, Connor Bowman,

Grace, December 1. Gabrielle received

also coach the Furman Mock Trial teams.

the Air.”

January 27, Greenville.

her Doctor of Philosophy and Doctor of

BIRTH: Brett and Merritt Squiers

affairs administrator at

In announcing Casey’s appointment, Mary Lynn

Rollins College in Florida

Durham, vice chair of McDaniel’s board of trustees

since 2006, will become

and head of the presidential search committee, said,

Florida State University, has taught classes in media

MARRIAGES: Jennifer Garrard and

Robert and Sara Rosenblum James,

Dental Medicine degrees from the Medical

Shumate, a son, Finley Charles, November

the ninth president of

“During the search interviews and campus visits,

and cultural studies, American literature, writing

John Kelly, October 17. They live in

a daughter, Sophie Isabella, May 29, 2009.

University of South Carolina and is in

28. They live in Arlington, Va.

McDaniel College in July.

Dr. Casey distinguished himself as a visionary leader

and drama. He has also been a theatrical producer,

Monticello, Ill.

They live in Tampa, Fla.

private dental practice with her father in

McDaniel, formerly

who understands McDaniel’s steadfast commitment

director and actor.

Casey, who holds advanced degrees from

known as Western Maryland College, is a 142-year-old

to academic excellence through collaborative learning

liberal arts institution located in Westminster. Casey

and deliberate faculty mentoring of students. We

organizational behaviors of Generation X and the

will succeed the retiring Joan Develin Coley.

are absolutely confident that he will respect our tra-

Millennials, examining literary and film depictions of

His scholarly interests include exploring the

ditions and realize our aspirations through focusing

teachers and students, and studying the impact of

demic and student affairs programs for the College

the college’s vision, advancing its mission and

social media on higher education. His article “Meet

of Arts and Sciences, the Crummer Graduate School

implementing its strategic plan.”

the Millennials,” which examined the influences and

At Rollins, Casey has been responsible for aca-

of Business, and the Hamilton Holt School for Evening
and Graduate Studies. A Phi Beta Kappa graduate
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In a letter to the McDaniel community, Casey
said, “As a product of a liberal arts education and

attitudes shaping today’s college students, appeared
in the Fall 2004 issue of Furman magazine.
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Taylor Ann, September 3, Nashville, Tenn.
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Raleigh, N.C.
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Shea and Aubrey Sloan Lambert, a son,

College of Education and Human Develop-

Katherine Pharr Smith and Alexander

Jamie and Candace Cuddy Williams,

Asher Andrew, December 18, Tallahassee,

ment at Vanderbilt University. She and

Cullen Bryant, November 7. She is

a daughter, Rigsby Caroline, November 12,

Fla.

employed with the Newberry County

Knoxville, Tenn.

her husband, Chris Babcock ’03, live in
Dunedin, Fla.

(S.C.) School District and he with Verizon
Wireless. They live in Columbia.
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In a letter to the McDaniel community, Casey
said, “As a product of a liberal arts education and

attitudes shaping today’s college students, appeared
in the Fall 2004 issue of Furman magazine.
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Fla.
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Knoxville, Tenn.

her husband, Chris Babcock ’03, live in
Dunedin, Fla.

(S.C.) School District and he with Verizon
Wireless. They live in Columbia.
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FOR McCLARTY, DeKALB TRAFFIC ISSUES DRIVE DEVELOPMENT .........................................................................
IT’S NO SECRET that one of the biggest

One of McClarty’s goals has been to

Brian Geppi is an assistant vice president

BIRTHS: Andrew ’02 and Piper Lanier

Erin Fortenberry and Mark Presley,

Kimberly Witherspoon has joined

working for the chief operating officer

Moritz, a son, James McNair Moritz,

October 10. Erin completed her master’s

the Greenville law firm of Haynsworth

McClarty’s job, particularly in terms of Atlanta’s

in the Corporate Treasury Department of

August 23. Andrew is completing a

degree in occupational therapy and

Sinkler Boyd in the group’s public finance

problems facing metro Atlanta is its intractable

encourage the chamber’s smaller members to

traffic and air quality. Because of issues like traffic

Bank of America. His wife, Kelly Shedd

residency in orthopaedics and Piper

works for Pediatric Development Center

practice. She earned her law degree from

traffic congestion. As head of the Chamber

become environmentally sensitive in their business

congestion, and because of the constant rivalry

’05 Geppi, works as a health coach and

teaches history and French at The Steward

of Atlanta, an outpatient occupational

Georgetown University.

of Commerce of one of the biggest counties in

practices. He’s made his point by organizing

with its much larger neighbor in Atlanta, the

care coordinator for Primary PhysicianCare

School. They live in Richmond, Va.

therapy clinic. Mark works in software

MARRIAGES: Lisa Gentilini and Colin

greater Atlanta, Leonardo McClarty is knee-deep

seminars and lunch talks about what small

DeKalb County chamber director’s most difficult

and Wellness Coalition America. They live

Joanna Rickard and Ryan “Tanner”

engineering in the corporate office of

Wilkinson, December 1, 2008. They

in the trenches of dealing with the issue.

companies in other metropolitan areas are doing.

challenge will remain economic development,
Crowell says.

The 37-year-old McClarty, a 1996

“It’s a tough battle because we’re so

Furman graduate, has been executive
director of the DeKalb Chamber of

close to the city of Atlanta,” she says. “We

Commerce since 2005. Located just

compete for the same customers as Atlanta.

east of Atlanta, DeKalb County was

DeKalb County is so dense, there’s not a lot

a suburb in the 1960s but is now

of room to bring in new industry.”
As Georgia’s leaders have haggled

as heavily urbanized as any part of
Georgia. With about three-quarters

for years — to date, without a solution —

of a million people, DeKalb is the third

on how to pay for improvements to the

most populous county in the state

region’s roads and mass transit, McClarty

and includes the cities of Decatur and

and other business proponents have tried

Dunwoody, as well as Stone Mountain

to persuade elected officials that without a

park, Emory University and the

firm plan, Atlanta could soon fall behind its

Perimeter Mall commercial area along

Southeastern competitors, namely Charlotte,

Interstate 285.
Since becoming the chamber’s

Henderson ’05, a son, Davis Maxwell

Chick-fil-A.

live in Tucson, Ariz. Lisa is marketing

Henderson, July 30. Joanna is employed

Allison McCann and David Christopher

communications manager for a non-profit

episode of “House” on FOX TV.

as service learning coordinator in the

Foy, March 13. Allison is associate director

medical foundation. Colin works for

Tim McCauley is working on a master’s

Cameron School of Business at the

of donor relations at Furman, and Chris is

Rain Bird Corporation and is completing

degree in theology at the University of

University of North Carolina-Wilmington.

manager of accounting and administration

his MBA degree at Eller College of the

Notre Dame. He is also teaching Latin

Ryan is a stockbroker with Scottrade.

for Foreign Translations, Inc.

University of Arizona.

and New Testament Greek at Marian High

Richard and Carrie Flowers

Inga Puffer and Michael Shade,

Catherine Lee and Mark DeBoy,

School in South Bend, Ind.

Woodward, a son, Robert William,

November 7. They live in Greenville.

September 5. They live in Washington,

Bess Hammond Olander of Falls

January 17, Dallas, Texas.

Kate Turnbull and Nate Rullman,

D.C., where Mark is an intellectual property

October 24. Kate is assistant director of

attorney and Catherine is a pediatric nurse.

Church, Va., has been named associate
director of research operations with The
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Corporate Executive Board.

reunion and leadership annual giving at

ADOPTION: Michael and Jamie Jones
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the University of Virginia in Charlottesville.

Hedges, a son, LaRue Nahom Roberts

Wayne Waldon works in marketing

A sermon by Greg Dover, associate

Buckley Warden IV and Michelle

Hedges. They brought him home from

and business development with General

pastor of Earle Street Baptist Church

Rowling, August 22. They live in

Ethiopia January 30. They live in Conway,

Dynamics Information Technology in

in Greenville, won the first “Working

Richmond, Va.

S.C.

Fairfax, Va.

Together for Peace” sermon-writing

BIRTHS: Blake and Lauren Kiser

Nashville and Birmingham, in economic

MARRIAGES: Scott Christopher and

challenge sponsored by Safe Harbor of

Meekins, a son, Bryce Edward,

07

development.

Rachel Anne McKenna, February 20. They

Greenville, a non-profit organization

January 1. They live in Columbia, S.C.

Todd Arant earned a Master of Music

live in Norcross, Ga.

providing shelter for victims of domestic

Jeffrey ’04 and Amy Wagner Mullins,

degree from Emory University and has

“Traffic has gotten to the point where

chief, McClarty has taken a stagnant

in Charlotte, N.C.

Reid Gormly appeared on the March 22

organization with declining membership

it dictates everything that you do,” says

Lauren Ham and Scott Ayers, August 30,

violence.

a daughter, Grey Kirtland Mullins, August

accepted a position as the traditional

and a dwindling financial base and

McClarty, who lives in Tucker with his wife,

2008. They live in Fort Hood, Texas. Scott

Lyndsey Hurst graduated from Mercer

16, Baltimore, Md. Jeff is a urology

worship arts leader at Apex (N.C.) United

made it viable again, according to

Shaneka, and 2-year-old daughter. “It

is in the military and Lauren is employed at

University Law School and is an assistant

resident at Johns Hopkins Hospital.

Delores Crowell, a region manager for

dictates when you take your kids to ballet or

the Casey Memorial Library.

attorney general in the capital litigation

AT&T in Atlanta.

to baseball. It dictates when and where you

Mike Harris and Robin Steele, November

section of the Georgia Attorney General’s

06

schedule your meetings.”

14. They live in Memphis, Tenn., where

Office in Atlanta. She was admitted to the

Olivia De Castro and her sister, Karen

Mike is a district manager with Enterprise

Georgia Bar in October 2009.

DeCastro ’01 Lopez-Jordan, have

MARRIAGES: Laura Babcock and

Commercial Trucks and Robin works for

Allen Mendenhall earned a master’s

joined with their mother, Diana, to open

Anderson Baxley, August 8. They live

Wachovia Bank.

degree in English and a law degree from

an e-commerce children’s boutique called

in Clearwater, Fla.

Lauren Preskitt and Brian Hall,

West Virginia University. A former adjunct

Diana Classic Children. The business is

Parthenia Luke and Mandrallius

September 26. She is a counselor at

legal associate at the Cato Institute, he is

based in Palm Beach Gardens, Fla., and

Robinson ’06, July 25. He is a sports

Double Churches Elementary School in

an LL.M. candidate at the Tokyo campus of

features Furman smocking. Visit the Web

writer for The Greenville News and owner

Columbus, Ga. Brian is a registered nurse

Temple University Beasley School of Law.

site, www.dianaclassicchildren.com.

of Jungle Gem Sports. She is the academic

and works as house supervisor at St.

MARRIAGES: Carolyn Carrier and

Emily Moore received her law degree

coordinator for Potential Youth Foundation

Francis Hospital.

Michael McClimon ’08, January 2.

from Campbell University’s Norman Adrian

and a part-time student at the University

Jaime Webb and John Conger, December

Both are pursuing doctorates at Indiana

Wiggins School of Law and is practicing

of South Carolina, working on a Master of

12. They live in Tuscaloosa, Ala. She is an

University in Bloomington, she in

family law with the firm of Marshall DuBree

Social Work degree.

associate attorney with Fisher Law Firm,

musicology and he in music theory.

in Raleigh, N.C.

“He came to the chamber at a

So while land use and zoning decisions

time that it was struggling, and his job

are often topics of discussion with companies

was to turn it around,” says Crowell,
who was interim director before McClarty was
hired.
McClarty, a political science major and

“It’s one thing to be a Xerox or a Home
Depot and to be green and have sustainable
practices. They’ve got money for research and

looking to move to or expand in DeKalb County,
McClarty says traffic is on everyone’s minds.
“One of our strengths for the Atlanta area is

running back on the football team at Furman,

development, and they’ve got people who work

our roads. We’ve got the major interstates in I-85,

entered the economic development field after

in process improvement and supply chain and

I-285 and I-20,” he says. “But the same thing

obtaining a master’s degree in regional planning

all of these specialties,” McClarty says. “To

that’s a strength is also one of our weaknesses.”

from Clemson. He moved up the career ranks

companies that have five or six employees,

by taking jobs in progressively larger cities before

it’s different. We’re just trying to help them

latching on with the DeKalb Chamber. In 2008

understand what’s out there.”

Georgia Trend magazine named him to its list
of the state’s “40 Best and Brightest Under 40.”
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Environmental concerns are also critical
in the economic development component of

— ANDY PETERS
The author, a 1992 Furman graduate, is a reporter
for the Fulton County (Ga.) Daily Report. Photo

Methodist Church.

Blake Serra of Fort Lauderdale, Fla., was
recently promoted by IBM to South Florida
education/government client manager.

PC, and he has his own law practice.

courtesy Leonardo McClarty.
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was to turn it around,” says Crowell,
who was interim director before McClarty was
hired.
McClarty, a political science major and

“It’s one thing to be a Xerox or a Home
Depot and to be green and have sustainable
practices. They’ve got money for research and

looking to move to or expand in DeKalb County,
McClarty says traffic is on everyone’s minds.
“One of our strengths for the Atlanta area is
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latching on with the DeKalb Chamber. In 2008

understand what’s out there.”

Georgia Trend magazine named him to its list
of the state’s “40 Best and Brightest Under 40.”
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Environmental concerns are also critical
in the economic development component of

— ANDY PETERS
The author, a 1992 Furman graduate, is a reporter
for the Fulton County (Ga.) Daily Report. Photo

Methodist Church.

Blake Serra of Fort Lauderdale, Fla., was
recently promoted by IBM to South Florida
education/government client manager.

PC, and he has his own law practice.

courtesy Leonardo McClarty.
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Maryanne Henderson began an

James F. Howard, Jr. ’35, January 25,

internship in January with the White

Greenville. He enjoyed a career as a food

House’s Office of Faith-Based and

broker for Blue Ridge Brokerage Company.

Community Partnerships. She previously

He was also a partner in Cannon Brokerage

worked with the United Way in Greenville

Company and owner of Howard of

and with Mere Christianity Forum, a

Greenville. Before retiring in 2009, he was

ministry at Furman dedicated to the

a partner with Robert E. Nix in Triangle

exploration of thoughtful Christian faith.

Sales. As a member of the Rotary Club, he

MARRIAGE: Kirsten Nelsen and

achieved 47 years of perfect attendance.

Michael Erickson ’09, July 11. They live

He served on the organization’s board

in Greenville.
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he became a teacher in Conway, S.C., and
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of Public Health in a supervisory position

then assistant principal at Conway High
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5, 2009, Little Rock, Ark. She was a

in 1949 and remained there until her

School, from which he retired in 1981.

Liberty Life Insurance Company, retiring

community leader and staunch advocate

retirement in 1986. A conference room

David Ingram Purser III ’37, January

after 43 years of service. She was a past

for education and improving race relations.

in the health department is named in

21, Decatur, Ga. He was an English

member of the Furman Alumni Board and

In 1958 her home became a makeshift

her honor. She was active in her church,

professor at Clemson and Western

sang with the Trinity Lutheran Church choir

headquarters for a group of women who

Liberty Baptist, and was author of the

Carolina universities. He was also a retired

for more than 65 years.

supported the reopening of Little Rock’s

church’s history. A scholarship in her name

lieutenant commander in the Navy Reserve

Harry Lee Baumgardner ’39, February

four public schools after the schools

has been established at Davidson County

and was a veteran of World War II.

10, Greenville. He was a veteran of World

were closed because of opposition to

Community College.

Eleanor Stanley White ’37, December

War II, serving in England and France.

desegregation. She worked with four
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2, Spartanburg, S.C. After graduating

After military service, he was a partner

medical auxiliaries and with the state

North Myrtle Beach, S.C. As a World

from Furman, she did graduate work

in the former commercial real estate firm

and national chapters of Americans

War II veteran, he earned a number of

at the Juilliard School and at Columbia

of Putnam and Baumgardner. He was

United for Separation of Church and

combat decorations, among them the

University while serving on the faculty of

a former member of the Greenville Real

State. She served on the board of the

Distinguished Service Cross, the British

the Riverdale Country Schools in New York

Estate Board and served as the board’s

National Conference of Christians and

Military Cross and the Purple Heart. After

City. She moved to Spartanburg to teach

president. He was a former member of the

Jews, which honored her for her service,

the war he returned to Mullins, S.C., to

at Converse College from which she retired

Greenville Junior Chamber of Commerce,

and was legislative chair of the Little Rock

practice law and to serve as company

as an associate professor. She later served

the Exchange Club, the Lions Club and the

branch of the American Association for

commander of the Mullins unit of the

for seven years as director of cultural

Furman Paladin Club.

University Women. She was “Mother

American art and furniture who loved to share his knowledge and his

South Carolina National Guard. In the early

events at Skylyn Place in Spartanburg.

Elizabeth Reid Christenberry ’39,

of the Year” and the Kolb family was

collection with others — including his alma mater.

1960s he returned to active military duty to

January 5, Augusta, Ga. She served as

“Family of the Year” in Little Rock, and

serve a tour in the Pentagon, after which

First Lady of Shorter College in Rome,

she was the first director of the Pulaski

95, donated or loaned to Furman more than 80 items to beautify the

Ga., and Augusta (Ga.) College during

County Agency on Aging. Always active in

campus, from furniture and rugs to paintings and antiques. Cherrydale,

the presidencies of her husband, the late

denominational work, she was director of

the university’s Alumni House, was a special beneficiary of Crawford’s

George Christenberry ’36. She was

religious education at First Baptist Church

generosity and is decorated with a number of pieces that he provided.

active in civic affairs and in local music

in Asheville, N.C., before moving to Little

THIS POSTCARD from the Special Collections and

ensembles and was a member of the

Rock.

Archives department of the James B. Duke Library cap-

Daughters of the American Revolution.

Mary Lee Mies Lanford ’41, January 20,

tures a scene from the Furman Athletic Association’s

Josephine Harris Layton ’39, January

Greer, S.C.

Field Day on April 7, 1899. It offers a striking view

19, Newberry, S.C. She taught for many

Isaac Post Pitts ’41, February 22,

of Richard Furman Hall and the Old Main tower.

years in the public schools of Newberry

Camden, S.C. After service in the U.S.

County. She was a past president and

Marine Corps and the Army during World

member of the Newberry County Retired

War II, he returned to the family business

Teachers Association, a board member

and ultimately served as CEO of Hermitage

of the South Carolina Retired Teachers

Cotton Mill until its sale and his retirement

Association, an officer and member of

in 1980. He was a former Furman trustee

the Fidelis Delta chapter of Alpha Delta

and served on the boards of South Carolina

Kappa and a member of the Newberry

National Bank (Wachovia) and American

Literary Study Club. She assisted with the

Mutual Insurance Company.

publication of the Newberry County Family

Myrtle Craver Bradham Riggs ’41,

Eleanor Codding Bennett ’42, June

Paul Morgan Vernon ’42, February

History Book.

January 30, Charleston, S.C. She was

14, 2009, Bergen-Hackensack, N.J. She

28, Travelers Rest, S.C. A veteran of the

Ruth McCain Dawsey ’41, January 7,

a distinguished community volunteer

worked as an administrative assistant in

Pacific theatre in World War II, he was the

Myrtle Beach, S.C. She was a teacher,

and avid supporter of the College of

Furman memorabilia. If you have items you would

a doctor’s office in Hackensack for 25

longtime owner of Vernon’s Drug Store

retiring in 1981 after more than 30 years

Charleston, from which she held an

years and was a volunteer member of VITA

and also served as a Greenville County

like to donate, contact danielle.fisher@furman.edu,

of service. She was in the U.S. Navy during

honorary degree and was twice named

in the Maywood Public Library.

magistrate. He was a recipient of the Order

(864) 294-2194.

World War II.

Alumnus of the Year.

Member and a multiple Paul Harris

09

Fellow. He was a member of the board

David Edson is pursuing a master’s

and president of the Phillis Wheatley

degree in mechanical engineering at North

Association. He served in the U.S. Army

Carolina State University in Raleigh.

during World War II.

Lance Canington has joined ScanSource

Lucille Lopp ’36, March 2, Lexington,

in Greenville as a sales representative.

N.C. She was a longtime nurse and health

MARRIAGE: Adair Catherine

professional in North Carolina and received

Sturdivant and Daniel Paul Bard, January

the 1977 Public Health Nursing Award from

16. He is a pitcher for the Boston Red Sox.

the State Public Health Association. She

FIELD DAY, CIRCA 1899 ......................................................................................................................................................................................

The first Field Day — now a defunct tradition —
was held November 26, 1891, at the old campus in
downtown Greenville. Participants competed in such
events as the standing high kick, sack race, tug of war
and apple eating contest.
Special Collections and Archives has a copy
of the 1899 Field Day program. Visit the department’s
page on Facebook (just go to Facebook and search for
Furman Special Collections) to see various historical
treasures from the university’s archives.
The department is interested in collecting other

CHARLIE REGISTER

joined the Guilford County Department

CRAWFORD WAS ART CONNOISSEUR
ALLEN CRAWFORD WAS A PASSIONATE COLLECTOR of early

Crawford, a 1936 alumnus who died March 17 at the age of

After earning his Furman degree and doing graduate work, Crawford
spent seven years with the American Baptist Convention as a consultant
in religious education. In 1947 he shifted careers and went to work in
public relations with the Ford Motor Company in New York, where he
remained until retiring in 1971. He then returned to his home state of
South Carolina, settled in the Belton-Honea Path area and converted
an old school house into his home and gallery.
In his estate Crawford left a benefaction that will ensure the
maintenance of his and other gifts of antiques at Furman. To recognize
Crawford’s generosity, the university has named a conference room and
a circular drive at Cherrydale in his honor.

of the Palmetto, the highest civilian honor
bestowed by the state of South Carolina.
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joined the Guilford County Department

CRAWFORD WAS ART CONNOISSEUR
ALLEN CRAWFORD WAS A PASSIONATE COLLECTOR of early

Crawford, a 1936 alumnus who died March 17 at the age of

After earning his Furman degree and doing graduate work, Crawford
spent seven years with the American Baptist Convention as a consultant
in religious education. In 1947 he shifted careers and went to work in
public relations with the Ford Motor Company in New York, where he
remained until retiring in 1971. He then returned to his home state of
South Carolina, settled in the Belton-Honea Path area and converted
an old school house into his home and gallery.
In his estate Crawford left a benefaction that will ensure the
maintenance of his and other gifts of antiques at Furman. To recognize
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of the Palmetto, the highest civilian honor
bestowed by the state of South Carolina.
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Edith Wells Watson ’42, December 15,

Caprician, the Evening Music Club,

P.A. He served as president of the S.C.

Everett O. “Eddie” Edwards, Jr. ’51,

Jean Piccolo Wilson ’53, March 5,

Robert Eldon Bingham ’56, January

Orlando, Fla. She was a teacher and retired

the Palmetto Mastersingers and the

Radiological Society in 1974 and was an

M.A. ’56, November 22, Melbourne Beach,

Greenville. She spent her career as an

30, Athens, Ga. He was a lecturer at

after many years at Winter Park (Fla.) High

St. Andrews Society of Columbia.

emeritus member of the Greenville County

Fla. He was formerly associated with

administrative assistant with several

Southern Baptist Theological Seminary

School. During World War II she worked

Clyde Furman McAlister ’46, November

Medical Society, S.C. Medical Association,

General Electric Jet Engine Parts as business

different industries.

and an adjunct professor at Midwestern

on the Manhattan Project.

14, Harrisonburg, Va. He was employed

THE FURMAN COMMUNITY MOURNED THE LOSS of two highly

the American Medical Association and the

manager. He was an All-American over-70

Fletcher Allen ’54, February 27, Franklin,

Baptist Theological Seminary. He served

William Harlan Hughes ’44, January

by colleges in North Carolina and Georgia

regarded former staff members this winter with the deaths of Dot Ensor

American College of Radiology.

softball player for several years.

Tenn. He was the retired editor of the

churches in Joseph, Mo., Greenville and

3, Greenville. He served in the European

before serving 19 years as vice president

and Dot Gentry.

Inez Staton Spelts ’49, February 6,

Paul W. Haley, M.A. ’51, January 31,

Baptist & Reflector, the state newspaper

Atlanta and was vice president of services

Theatre during World War II, later returning

in charge of business affairs at Douglass

Greenville.

Columbus, Ohio. He was director of the

of the Tennessee Baptist Convention,

of the Southern Baptist Convention’s

to Furman to complete his degree. He

College of Rutgers University in New

sity in 1986 after working for 19 years as executive secretary and

Billie Alice Gorman Waldrop ’49,

Ohio Department of Education’s Division

where he worked from 1987-98. Before

Home Mission Board in Atlanta from

worked as a reporter for the Greenville

Jersey. He and his wife, Ann Lawrence

administrative assistant to two presidents, Gordon W. Blackwell and

November 29, Knoxville, Tenn. She was

of Teacher Education and Certification

then he edited the Baptist True Union, the

1972 until he retired in 1989. He was the

Piedmont and also as an independent

’45 McAlister, ran a bed and breakfast

John E. Johns. She also worked as a secretary at Clemson University

a teacher and librarian at several schools

from 1967 through 1990. He then

denomination’s newsjournal for Maryland

author of seven books and more than 200

insurance agent with the C. Douglas

business for 10 years in Lynchburg, Va.,

and at a local textile firm, and as a legal secretary and deputy clerk

in the Knoxville area.

accepted a professorship at Ashland

and Delaware, and was the longtime

articles, and with his wife he conducted

Wilson Company. He was a lifelong

and he was active in support of peace and

of court of the U.S. District Court.

Linda Mayes Haynsworth Osborne

University, where he taught on the

associate editor of South Carolina’s Baptist

conferences on coping with long-term

student of history and was a poet who

environmental concerns.

’50, January 27, Greenville.

graduate level for 10 years before retiring.

Courier. He served in the U.S. Army in

illness. During World War II he was a

was active in numerous organizations

Melba Carolyn Brannon ’47, January

by the student government association. Upon her retirement, Johns

Van Hinton Porter ’50, February 19,

In 2002 he received a Lifetime Service

West Germany from 1954-56. He was a

lieutenant junior grade in the U.S. Navy.

in the Greenville community.

14, Boiling Springs, S.C. She taught school

described her as “witty, cordial, unflappable and loyal,” and praised her

West Columbia, S.C. A World War II

Award from Ashland. He held honorary

reporter and editor for the Florence (S.C.)

Don C. Garrison ’56, February 27, Easley,

Joseph Adams Allen, Jr. ’45, December

for 37 years, 34 of them at Boiling Springs

veteran who was awarded the Purple

degrees from Rio Grande University and

Morning News, assistant advertising and

S.C. He was president of Tri-County

27, Greenville. He was a chiropractor, a

Elementary School.

calming influence and high professional standards.

Heart, he went on to serve as pastor

Findlay University, along with many honors

public relations manager with Sonoco

Technical College for 32 years until his

U.S. Army Air Corps veteran, and a Mason.

Dorothy Martin Harrison ’47,

of churches in Texas and the Carolinas.

from local, state and national education

Products Company in Hartsville, S.C., and

retirement in June 2003. The college’s

Frances Hand Beaver ’45, March 9,

December 23, Greenville. She was retired

Edgar J. Sims, Jr. ’50, January 19,

organizations. He began his tenure

for six years was news director and alumni

Pendleton campus is named in his honor.

2009, Williamston, S.C. She was a retired

from St. Francis Hospital. She worked for

Annapolis, Md. He and his wife founded

in education as a high school teacher

magazine editor at Furman. Active in

Early in his career he was a football coach

teacher from Anderson School District 1.

more than 30 years with the Department

MHI Hotels in 1957 and built the company

and then served as guidance counselor,

international missions, he was the author

at three Upstate high schools and also was

Ansel Ravenel Scott ’45, January 15,

of Social Services and the Greenville

to include numerous upscale hotels

psychologist and personnel director.

of three books, the most recent being a

an administrator and interim president at

Greenville. He worked for many years

Hospital System.

throughout the southeastern United States,

He was a paratrooper in World War II

collection of poetry titled Plowing Wind

Greenville Technical College. He earned

with Keys Printing and Faith Printing.

Thomas J. McMahon, Sr. ’47,

trading under the Hilton, Crowne Plaza and

and earned the EAME Service Medal,

and Time.

the A. Wade Martin Award from the S.C.

Upon retirement, he discovered a love for

November 26, Southbury, Conn. He was

Sheraton banners. Among his business

two Bronze Stars and the World War II

Betty Jean Plyler Lane ’54, December

State Board for Technical Education and

woodworking and was a founding member

employed for many years as an agent with

accomplishments, he served as president of

Victory Medal.

2, Waynesville, N.C. She was an educator

the Marie Y. Martin Administrators Award

of the Greenville Woodworker’s Guild. He

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company.

the American Motor Hotel Association in

Ann Garrison Sellers ’51, January 22,

who taught in North Carolina, Illinois,

and President of the Year Award from

served as a navigator during World War II.

Later he worked as a bus driver for the

1965. In 1964 he received the Motel Hall

Charlotte, N.C. She worked for several

Indiana, Texas and Michigan. She was

the American Association of Community

Kenneth P. Stuart ’45, November 11,

Bethel School System.

Ella Lynes Gibbon Mark ’48, October

Rose Caldwell Bozard ’49, November

of Fame Award from Hospitality magazine.

years as a teacher in Greenville and was

an artist, a patron of the arts, and a

College Trustees. He was president of

Greencastle, Pa. He was the former head

Inez Bridwell Merritt ’47, December 13,

22, Palatka, Fla. She was an accomplished

29, Columbia, S.C. She taught at schools

A past president of the Metro Washington

president of the Greenville Junior League.

passionate advocate for human rights,

the Aerospace Education Foundation

of the social studies department at Carson

Aiken, S.C.

musician and seamstress.

in Kentucky and South Carolina, tutored

Motel Association, Maryland Travel Council

After moving to Charlotte she served

especially for the disabled, children,

from 1981–84, received the Air Force

Long Military Institute.

Julia Courtenay Campbell ’48, October

Ann Gault Straughan ’48, November

students in math and knitting, and was an

and Prince Georges Travel Promotion

as president of Charlotte Latin School’s

women and minorities.

Association’s Medal of Merit, and chaired

Maxwell Lewis Coleman, Sr. ’46,

17, 2008, Charlottesville, Va.

26, 2008, McRae, Ga. She retired from the

active member of the Palmetto Quilters and

Council, he was an officer of the Maryland

Parents Council, the Charlotte Assembly

John Eugene Madden, Sr. ’54, January

the board of the South Carolina Military

March 2, 2009, Lakeland, Fla. He was a

George Harold Garrett, Sr. ’48, May

Telfair County School System after 28 years

Mid-Carolina Daylily Society. She was also

Economic Development Commission,

and the Wing Haven Foundation.

4, Greenville. He was a veteran of the

Family Care Association. The state of

retired minister of Baptist Tabernacle. He

30, 2009, Anderson, S.C. He was a U.S.

of teaching.

a volunteer with families of Alzheimer’s

the Prince Georges County Chamber of

Roy George Foster ’52, January 18,

U.S. Army and the 378th Military Police

South Carolina awarded him its highest

was also the retired owner of Imperial

Navy veteran of World War II and retired

Edwin Lee Allen ’49, December 3,

patients.

Commerce and the College Park Board of

Roanoke, Va. He was retired from Moone’s

Unit and was retired from Food Equipment

civilian honor, the Order of the Palmetto,

Barber Shop and was a representative for

after 38 years with the Exxon terminal in

Greenville. He was a U.S. Navy veteran and

Johnnie “Buck” Buckner ’49, July 7,

Trade. He was the Maryland Travel Person

Building Supplies as a merchandise buyer.

Company. He was a Shriner and longtime

as well as the Order of the Silver Crescent.

New Man Hair Replacement for 40 years.

Belton, S.C.

a retired school teacher and social worker.

2009, Blacksburg, S.C.

of the Year in 1983. A graduate of George

He was a volunteer for the Presbyterian

member of the American Legion.

Elneda Padgett Trotter ’56, February

Charles Alexander Jones ’46,

Joe J. Gilstrap ’48, January 5, Greenville.

James L. Banks, Jr. ’49, January 17,

Robert Charles McLane ’49, December

Washington University law school, he was

Community Center in Roanoke.

Fulton “Bob” Rogers ’54, November 8,

6, Greenville. She worked as an adminis-

November 17, Columbia, S.C. He served in

He was retired from The Liberty Corpor-

Williamston, S.C. A U.S. Navy veteran of

13, Greenville. He served with the U.S.

a 45-year member of the Terrapin Club at

Callie Ruth Allen Godfrey ‘52,

Richmond, Va. He was a retired chemist

trative assistant and social worker for

the U.S. Air Force for 30 years, fighting in

ation as risk manager after 45 years of

World War II, in which he was a medical

Army 1st Cavalry Division in Japan from

the University of Maryland. He was a four-

January 22, Ninety Six, S.C. She worked

with DuPont where he worked for 35

Shriners Hospital for 20 years. She later

World War II, Korea and Vietnam, where

service. He helped to found the South

corpsman, he later attended Maryland

1946-47, after which he earned his

sport letterman at George Washington

as a department manager for Rose’s Stores.

years.

was co-owner of Orthopedic Services Inc.

he was recognized with a Bronze Star. He

Carolina chapter of the Risk and Insurance

Medical School, where he received the

bachelor’s degree, attended medical school

High School in Alexandria, Va., and in

Anne Kinard Davenport ’53, January

Emily Jane Mainwaring Adams ’56,

At the time of her death she was co-owner

retired from the military as a lieutenant

Management Society and served as its

Hummel Award for Internal Medicine. He

and did postgraduate work in radiology.

2001 was inducted into the Alexandria

20, Rocky Mount, N.C.

February 1, Greenville. She was a certified

and manager of Branches Gift Shop.

colonel. He was a past president of the

first president. He was a Shriner and a

went on to be a general practitioner in the

He practiced radiology in Greenville from

Hall of Fame.

Richland Sertoma Club, an active member

U.S. Navy veteran of World War II.

Williamston area. He was a member of the

1961 until his retirement in 1992 and was a

past treasurer for the Henderson County

South Carolina Medical Association.

founding member of Greenville Radiology,

(N.C.) Gem and Mineral Society.

of Forest Lake Club, the Camellia Ball, the
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TWO WOMEN WHO MADE A DIFFERENCE

Dorothy C. Ensor, who died January 29, retired from the univer-

She was a two-time recipient of the annual service award presented

Dorothy Johnson Gentry died February 4. With the move to the
new campus she became Furman’s first postmistress, serving for 23 years
until her retirement in 1982. She worked first from a small area in the
student canteen in James C. Furman Hall before moving into roomier
quarters when the student center was built.
Known for her patience, caring nature and good cheer, she was
in many ways a surrogate mother to the students who worked for her.
She was the sister of James Johnson, associate professor emeritus of
economics and business.

public accountant, a church pianist and
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Edith Wells Watson ’42, December 15,

Caprician, the Evening Music Club,

P.A. He served as president of the S.C.

Everett O. “Eddie” Edwards, Jr. ’51,

Jean Piccolo Wilson ’53, March 5,

Robert Eldon Bingham ’56, January

Orlando, Fla. She was a teacher and retired

the Palmetto Mastersingers and the

Radiological Society in 1974 and was an

M.A. ’56, November 22, Melbourne Beach,

Greenville. She spent her career as an

30, Athens, Ga. He was a lecturer at

after many years at Winter Park (Fla.) High

St. Andrews Society of Columbia.

emeritus member of the Greenville County

Fla. He was formerly associated with

administrative assistant with several

Southern Baptist Theological Seminary

School. During World War II she worked

Clyde Furman McAlister ’46, November

Medical Society, S.C. Medical Association,

General Electric Jet Engine Parts as business

different industries.

and an adjunct professor at Midwestern

on the Manhattan Project.

14, Harrisonburg, Va. He was employed

THE FURMAN COMMUNITY MOURNED THE LOSS of two highly

the American Medical Association and the

manager. He was an All-American over-70

Fletcher Allen ’54, February 27, Franklin,

Baptist Theological Seminary. He served

William Harlan Hughes ’44, January

by colleges in North Carolina and Georgia

regarded former staff members this winter with the deaths of Dot Ensor

American College of Radiology.

softball player for several years.

Tenn. He was the retired editor of the

churches in Joseph, Mo., Greenville and

3, Greenville. He served in the European

before serving 19 years as vice president

and Dot Gentry.

Inez Staton Spelts ’49, February 6,

Paul W. Haley, M.A. ’51, January 31,

Baptist & Reflector, the state newspaper

Atlanta and was vice president of services

Theatre during World War II, later returning

in charge of business affairs at Douglass

Greenville.

Columbus, Ohio. He was director of the

of the Tennessee Baptist Convention,

of the Southern Baptist Convention’s

to Furman to complete his degree. He

College of Rutgers University in New

sity in 1986 after working for 19 years as executive secretary and

Billie Alice Gorman Waldrop ’49,

Ohio Department of Education’s Division

where he worked from 1987-98. Before

Home Mission Board in Atlanta from

worked as a reporter for the Greenville

Jersey. He and his wife, Ann Lawrence

administrative assistant to two presidents, Gordon W. Blackwell and

November 29, Knoxville, Tenn. She was

of Teacher Education and Certification

then he edited the Baptist True Union, the

1972 until he retired in 1989. He was the

Piedmont and also as an independent

’45 McAlister, ran a bed and breakfast

John E. Johns. She also worked as a secretary at Clemson University

a teacher and librarian at several schools

from 1967 through 1990. He then

denomination’s newsjournal for Maryland

author of seven books and more than 200

insurance agent with the C. Douglas

business for 10 years in Lynchburg, Va.,

and at a local textile firm, and as a legal secretary and deputy clerk

in the Knoxville area.

accepted a professorship at Ashland

and Delaware, and was the longtime

articles, and with his wife he conducted

Wilson Company. He was a lifelong

and he was active in support of peace and

of court of the U.S. District Court.

Linda Mayes Haynsworth Osborne

University, where he taught on the

associate editor of South Carolina’s Baptist

conferences on coping with long-term

student of history and was a poet who

environmental concerns.

’50, January 27, Greenville.

graduate level for 10 years before retiring.

Courier. He served in the U.S. Army in

illness. During World War II he was a

was active in numerous organizations

Melba Carolyn Brannon ’47, January

by the student government association. Upon her retirement, Johns

Van Hinton Porter ’50, February 19,

In 2002 he received a Lifetime Service

West Germany from 1954-56. He was a

lieutenant junior grade in the U.S. Navy.

in the Greenville community.

14, Boiling Springs, S.C. She taught school

described her as “witty, cordial, unflappable and loyal,” and praised her

West Columbia, S.C. A World War II

Award from Ashland. He held honorary

reporter and editor for the Florence (S.C.)

Don C. Garrison ’56, February 27, Easley,

Joseph Adams Allen, Jr. ’45, December

for 37 years, 34 of them at Boiling Springs

veteran who was awarded the Purple

degrees from Rio Grande University and

Morning News, assistant advertising and

S.C. He was president of Tri-County

27, Greenville. He was a chiropractor, a

Elementary School.

calming influence and high professional standards.

Heart, he went on to serve as pastor

Findlay University, along with many honors

public relations manager with Sonoco

Technical College for 32 years until his

U.S. Army Air Corps veteran, and a Mason.

Dorothy Martin Harrison ’47,

of churches in Texas and the Carolinas.

from local, state and national education

Products Company in Hartsville, S.C., and

retirement in June 2003. The college’s

Frances Hand Beaver ’45, March 9,

December 23, Greenville. She was retired

Edgar J. Sims, Jr. ’50, January 19,

organizations. He began his tenure

for six years was news director and alumni

Pendleton campus is named in his honor.

2009, Williamston, S.C. She was a retired

from St. Francis Hospital. She worked for

Annapolis, Md. He and his wife founded

in education as a high school teacher

magazine editor at Furman. Active in

Early in his career he was a football coach

teacher from Anderson School District 1.

more than 30 years with the Department

MHI Hotels in 1957 and built the company

and then served as guidance counselor,

international missions, he was the author

at three Upstate high schools and also was

Ansel Ravenel Scott ’45, January 15,

of Social Services and the Greenville

to include numerous upscale hotels

psychologist and personnel director.

of three books, the most recent being a

an administrator and interim president at

Greenville. He worked for many years

Hospital System.

throughout the southeastern United States,

He was a paratrooper in World War II

collection of poetry titled Plowing Wind

Greenville Technical College. He earned

with Keys Printing and Faith Printing.

Thomas J. McMahon, Sr. ’47,

trading under the Hilton, Crowne Plaza and

and earned the EAME Service Medal,

and Time.

the A. Wade Martin Award from the S.C.

Upon retirement, he discovered a love for

November 26, Southbury, Conn. He was

Sheraton banners. Among his business

two Bronze Stars and the World War II

Betty Jean Plyler Lane ’54, December

State Board for Technical Education and

woodworking and was a founding member

employed for many years as an agent with

accomplishments, he served as president of

Victory Medal.

2, Waynesville, N.C. She was an educator

the Marie Y. Martin Administrators Award

of the Greenville Woodworker’s Guild. He

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company.

the American Motor Hotel Association in

Ann Garrison Sellers ’51, January 22,

who taught in North Carolina, Illinois,

and President of the Year Award from

served as a navigator during World War II.

Later he worked as a bus driver for the

1965. In 1964 he received the Motel Hall

Charlotte, N.C. She worked for several

Indiana, Texas and Michigan. She was

the American Association of Community

Kenneth P. Stuart ’45, November 11,

Bethel School System.

Ella Lynes Gibbon Mark ’48, October

Rose Caldwell Bozard ’49, November

of Fame Award from Hospitality magazine.

years as a teacher in Greenville and was

an artist, a patron of the arts, and a

College Trustees. He was president of

Greencastle, Pa. He was the former head

Inez Bridwell Merritt ’47, December 13,

22, Palatka, Fla. She was an accomplished

29, Columbia, S.C. She taught at schools

A past president of the Metro Washington

president of the Greenville Junior League.

passionate advocate for human rights,

the Aerospace Education Foundation

of the social studies department at Carson

Aiken, S.C.

musician and seamstress.

in Kentucky and South Carolina, tutored

Motel Association, Maryland Travel Council

After moving to Charlotte she served

especially for the disabled, children,

from 1981–84, received the Air Force

Long Military Institute.

Julia Courtenay Campbell ’48, October

Ann Gault Straughan ’48, November

students in math and knitting, and was an

and Prince Georges Travel Promotion

as president of Charlotte Latin School’s

women and minorities.

Association’s Medal of Merit, and chaired

Maxwell Lewis Coleman, Sr. ’46,

17, 2008, Charlottesville, Va.

26, 2008, McRae, Ga. She retired from the

active member of the Palmetto Quilters and

Council, he was an officer of the Maryland

Parents Council, the Charlotte Assembly

John Eugene Madden, Sr. ’54, January

the board of the South Carolina Military

March 2, 2009, Lakeland, Fla. He was a

George Harold Garrett, Sr. ’48, May

Telfair County School System after 28 years

Mid-Carolina Daylily Society. She was also

Economic Development Commission,

and the Wing Haven Foundation.

4, Greenville. He was a veteran of the

Family Care Association. The state of

retired minister of Baptist Tabernacle. He

30, 2009, Anderson, S.C. He was a U.S.

of teaching.

a volunteer with families of Alzheimer’s

the Prince Georges County Chamber of

Roy George Foster ’52, January 18,

U.S. Army and the 378th Military Police

South Carolina awarded him its highest

was also the retired owner of Imperial

Navy veteran of World War II and retired

Edwin Lee Allen ’49, December 3,

patients.

Commerce and the College Park Board of

Roanoke, Va. He was retired from Moone’s

Unit and was retired from Food Equipment

civilian honor, the Order of the Palmetto,

Barber Shop and was a representative for

after 38 years with the Exxon terminal in

Greenville. He was a U.S. Navy veteran and

Johnnie “Buck” Buckner ’49, July 7,

Trade. He was the Maryland Travel Person

Building Supplies as a merchandise buyer.

Company. He was a Shriner and longtime

as well as the Order of the Silver Crescent.

New Man Hair Replacement for 40 years.

Belton, S.C.

a retired school teacher and social worker.

2009, Blacksburg, S.C.

of the Year in 1983. A graduate of George

He was a volunteer for the Presbyterian

member of the American Legion.

Elneda Padgett Trotter ’56, February

Charles Alexander Jones ’46,

Joe J. Gilstrap ’48, January 5, Greenville.

James L. Banks, Jr. ’49, January 17,

Robert Charles McLane ’49, December

Washington University law school, he was

Community Center in Roanoke.

Fulton “Bob” Rogers ’54, November 8,

6, Greenville. She worked as an adminis-

November 17, Columbia, S.C. He served in

He was retired from The Liberty Corpor-

Williamston, S.C. A U.S. Navy veteran of

13, Greenville. He served with the U.S.

a 45-year member of the Terrapin Club at

Callie Ruth Allen Godfrey ‘52,

Richmond, Va. He was a retired chemist

trative assistant and social worker for

the U.S. Air Force for 30 years, fighting in

ation as risk manager after 45 years of

World War II, in which he was a medical

Army 1st Cavalry Division in Japan from

the University of Maryland. He was a four-

January 22, Ninety Six, S.C. She worked

with DuPont where he worked for 35

Shriners Hospital for 20 years. She later

World War II, Korea and Vietnam, where

service. He helped to found the South

corpsman, he later attended Maryland

1946-47, after which he earned his

sport letterman at George Washington

as a department manager for Rose’s Stores.

years.

was co-owner of Orthopedic Services Inc.

he was recognized with a Bronze Star. He

Carolina chapter of the Risk and Insurance

Medical School, where he received the

bachelor’s degree, attended medical school

High School in Alexandria, Va., and in

Anne Kinard Davenport ’53, January

Emily Jane Mainwaring Adams ’56,

At the time of her death she was co-owner

retired from the military as a lieutenant

Management Society and served as its

Hummel Award for Internal Medicine. He

and did postgraduate work in radiology.

2001 was inducted into the Alexandria

20, Rocky Mount, N.C.

February 1, Greenville. She was a certified

and manager of Branches Gift Shop.

colonel. He was a past president of the

first president. He was a Shriner and a

went on to be a general practitioner in the

He practiced radiology in Greenville from

Hall of Fame.

Richland Sertoma Club, an active member

U.S. Navy veteran of World War II.

Williamston area. He was a member of the

1961 until his retirement in 1992 and was a

past treasurer for the Henderson County

South Carolina Medical Association.

founding member of Greenville Radiology,

(N.C.) Gem and Mineral Society.

of Forest Lake Club, the Camellia Ball, the
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TWO WOMEN WHO MADE A DIFFERENCE

Dorothy C. Ensor, who died January 29, retired from the univer-

She was a two-time recipient of the annual service award presented

Dorothy Johnson Gentry died February 4. With the move to the
new campus she became Furman’s first postmistress, serving for 23 years
until her retirement in 1982. She worked first from a small area in the
student canteen in James C. Furman Hall before moving into roomier
quarters when the student center was built.
Known for her patience, caring nature and good cheer, she was
in many ways a surrogate mother to the students who worked for her.
She was the sister of James Johnson, associate professor emeritus of
economics and business.

public accountant, a church pianist and
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FLOYD THE CHOICE AS NEW CONDUCTOR OF SINGERS .......................................................................................................................

John Perkins “Pete” Matthews

the South Carolina Education Association,

worked for Mayfield Carpets. She was

Fred D. Culcleasure ’77, February 2,

’57, February 1, Greenville. After

and was a member of Daughters of the

active in the Chamber Music Association

Tallahassee, Fla. His career included

serving in the U.S. Army Medical Corps,

American Revolution and the United

of Greenville and former organist at

tenures as a professor at Wake Forest

AFTER GRADUATING FROM FURMAN IN 1984, Hugh Floyd went on to earn

aware of the priceless legacy of quality and success of the choral music program at
Furman. He is one of the most highly regarded and able choral artists in the country,

he was accepted as a pediatric intern

Daughters of the Confederacy.

Fountain Inn Presbyterian Church.

University and Livingston College. He

advanced degrees from two prestigious institutions, Eastman School of Music and

and resident at Vanderbilt University

Marna Wood Snow ’62, December

Jerry Leland Wyatt ’70, January 10,

also worked as president of BB&T’s audit

the University of Michigan.

and received a fellowship in pediatric

18, Simpsonville, S.C. She served as a

Tucson, Ariz. He was a principal and

department and with Fannie Mae. More

He conducted choirs, orchestras and oratorio choruses in the South and

As for Floyd’s selection, music department chair Bill Thomas says, “Hugh is well

and we feel very fortunate to have been able to convince him that ‘home’ is a good
place to be.”

cardiology. He worked with The Christie

WAVE in the U.S. Navy during World War

director of Lang Wyatt Construction,

recently he was employed by Southeast

Midwest, led workshops and master classes throughout the country, and taught

Group of Greenville before joining the

II and became a dental technician at the

a commercial contractor whose clients

Corporate Federal Credit Union in Talla-

at the Interlochen Center for the Arts in Michigan, where his voice students included

Greenville Hospital System in 1976 as

Marine barracks in Parris Island, S.C. After

included government, educational and

hassee as the chief audit and compliance

Jewel and Josh Groban.

program director of the Department

receiving her college degree, she taught

business organizations.

officer.

of Pediatrics, a position he held for 24

math and science at Hillcrest High School

Jack A. Batson ’73, December 4,

Richard Lee Watkins ’77, January 25,

of Music, serving as director of choral studies at

camps as a youngster. He attended Davidson for a

years. He was also a practicing pediatric

from 1962 to 1970, then transferred to

Travelers Rest. He was employed as a

Fort Mill, S.C. He was a former employee

the oldest continuously operating conservatory of

year before transferring to Furman, where he quickly

cardiologist from 1976 to 2009. Active

Bryson Middle School where she taught

project manager at Fluor for 36 years.

of Duke Power Co. After earning his

music in the nation.

became known for his talent and unflagging energy.

in establishing the Children’s Hospital of

from 1970 to 1984. She was a member

Michael J. Lindsey ’73, January 4,

master’s degree he taught English to

the Greenville Hospital System, he was

of the Simpsonville Order of the Eastern

Marietta, S.C. He taught at Berea Middle

speakers of other languages. In 1992 he

named the 2000 Pediatrician of the Year.

Star and bowled for many years with the

School and coached football, basketball,

moved to Poland where he served for more

In 2008 he received two major honors,

“Young at Heart” league.

track and soccer at Berea High School for

than 17 years as a missionary with Mission

a career achievement award from the

Smilie Jean Taylor Williams ’62,

almost 30 years. He was a member of the

to Unreached People.

South Carolina Chapter of the Academy

December 15, Florence, S.C. She served

South Carolina Coaches Association.

Joseph John Zabriskie ’77, January 17,

of Pediatrics and the William Weston

as pianist and organist at First Baptist

Edward Lamarr Gwinn ’74, December

Augusta, Ga. He taught in middle schools

Distinguished Service Award for Excellence

Church of Florence for more than 25

27, Greenville. He saw military service in

in Aiken, S.C., and Richmond County, Ga.,

in Pediatrics from the University of South

years. She worked and performed with

Vietnam, Okinawa and Taiwan. He worked

before retiring as principal from Butler High

Carolina School of Medicine.

private students, choral groups, churches

with Michelin North America for 25 years,

School in 2004.

Nell Batson ’58, January 6, 2009,

and community organizations, including

retiring from a senior management position

John Thompson Douglas, Jr., MBA

Covington, Ga.

the Florence Little Theatre and Florence

with the Singapore office. For the last six

’78, December 14, Greenville. He was a

Ronald Edward Jordan ’60, January 4,

Symphony. She was an office manager

Revenue Service and then the South
Carolina National Bank in Greenville and

for the Pee Dee Cardio Vascular Surgeons
group.

Rhett Wayne Lewis ’65, December 21,

investment firm in Shanghai, China.

Susan Lakusta Cullen ’76, February 18,
Austin, Texas. She served as president of

real estate investor.

Symphony Orchestra and the Singers, and through the

at least from Furman’s perspective.

years he has continued to cross the bridge between

This fall, Floyd becomes just the third
conductor in the 64-year history of the Furman

orchestral and choral groups. Such dexterity, he

Singers, following the group’s revered founder,

says, has paid off handsomely in terms of his musical

DuPre Rhame (1946-70), and his legendary

knowledge and understanding.
After he earned his master’s degree from

successor, Bingham L. Vick, Jr., who retires this

Eastman, a succession of teaching and conducting

year after 40 years at the helm.

jobs followed. While at Interlochen he benefited from

Pretty big shoes to fill? Floyd — relaxed,
cheerful and animated — readily agrees. And he

the opportunity to study under Margaret Hillis, who

wouldn’t have it any other way.

had been one of Vick’s mentors. Floyd would travel
to Chicago once a month to pore over scores with her

“The Singers are a true legacy choir,” he

Julie Sutherland Robinson

says. “You appreciate your membership for your

and discuss how different conductors would handle

Hungerford, M.A. ’78, January 21,

lifetime. It means so much to so many.

them.

Greenville. She was a gifted pianist who

Pensacola, Fla. He was an aviator in the

the Texas Career Development Association

taught and performed at many social and

He was involved in community recreational

U.S. Army, flying helicopters in Vietnam.

and was a member of the Career Planning

cultural events. In 1970 she began a career

elements. It’s apparent DuPre Rhame valued

programs, coaching both softball and

Among his service medals were the Purple

and Adult Development Network. Other

in education, teaching kindergarten in

those ideals, and I know Bing does too. It’s an

baseball and working with the Little

Heart, Bronze Star, Distinguished Flying

affiliations included the National Career

the Greenville area before becoming an

honor to have the chance to maintain and further

League program in Columbia. He co-

Cross, Air Medal and Silver Star. He was

Development Association, the Texas

assistant principal.

that legacy.”

founded a prison ministry at Wateree

awarded the Parachutist Badge and Senior

Counseling Association, the Society for

Gregory Wade McCulloch ’82,

Correctional Institution and was a

Army Aviator Wings. He was also awarded

Industrial and Organizational Psychology,

December 11, Jonesborough, Tenn. He

the position, they were dispelled last summer

devoted friend of Congaree National Park.

the Distinguished Honor Graduate Air

the World Future Society eWomen

was a professional golfer and worked for

when he was among the 350 alumni who returned to Greenville for the final Furman
Singers reunion under Vick’s direction.

He served in the U.S. Army.

Cavalry Attack Helicopter Commanders

Network, and the Greater Austin Chapter

a time in the Virgin Islands.

Ellen Geiger Vassy Walker, M.A. ’60,

Training Course NR 3-73 USAARMS at

of the International Coach Federation.

Keith Potter ’82, January 29, Leesburg,

January 13, Greenville. She was a teacher

Fort Knox, Ky. He was a lifetime member

She was also a commissioned leader

Fla.

and principal in the School District of

of the Bullwhip Squadron 1/9 1st Cavalry

and trainer in the Stephen Ministry, a

Roman Jerry Woodall ’87, December

Greenville County and was for two years
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Pilots Association.
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JoAnna Morris Anastos ’91, November

a life member of Delta Kappa Gamma and

20, Greenville. She was a former partner

which Sue was deeply involved.

30, Greenville. She was formerly with
Hartford Insurance Company.

“It really helped me understand my under-

“You don’t find many choirs that have such

Columbia, retiring as a vice president.
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He was student conductor of both the Furman

Now, he’s ready to step into the big time —

a healthy mix of human, spiritual and musical

of Stewart Supply Company and also

Floyd spent his formative years in Greenville, taking part in Furman music

JEREMY FLEMING

Columbia, S.C. He worked for the Internal

years of his life, he ran a consulting and

Since 1997 he has been on the faculty at Oberlin (Ohio) College Conservatory

Vick is equally complimentary: “There is no doubt in my mind that Hugh Floyd
is the right choice to continue to move the Furman Singers forward.”

Had Floyd any doubts about his interest in

“That weekend confirmed my decision to apply,” he says. “I came to honor
Bing, but also to get a sense of the situation. And I realized anew what Furman
and the Singers are. To see such galvanizing support — it’s the kind of choir anyone would want to lead.”
Although he loved his time at Oberlin, the emotional ties to Furman were
strong. “I wanted to give back to a school that was so amazing and nurturing for
me,” he says. “And I truly value the liberal arts. At Oberlin [with the conservatory],
they’re separate entities. At Furman, they mesh very well. It’s a real strength.”

graduate work better,” he says, referring to the VickHillis link. “It brought me full circle.”
More recently, on a sabbatical from Oberlin, he
lived in New York where he observed at the Juilliard
School, studied English cathedral music and dabbled in
musical theatre — to the point that he received a call
back for a role in the national tour of “The Producers.”
He says, “I know about graduate school, but I wanted to see how solo singers
make it in New York and what happens when they try to go directly to Broadway.
How does the professional world compare to the academic? Students want to know,
and as a teacher it’s my responsibility to understand how things work.”
Given his clear feeling of connection to Furman and his excitement about
returning to alma mater, Hugh Floyd says he’s ready to build on the well-established
traditions and culture of the Furman Singers — and to take the group another step
forward.
Dr. Floyd, the baton is now yours. Welcome to the podium.
— JIM STEWART
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Vick is equally complimentary: “There is no doubt in my mind that Hugh Floyd
is the right choice to continue to move the Furman Singers forward.”

Had Floyd any doubts about his interest in

“That weekend confirmed my decision to apply,” he says. “I came to honor
Bing, but also to get a sense of the situation. And I realized anew what Furman
and the Singers are. To see such galvanizing support — it’s the kind of choir anyone would want to lead.”
Although he loved his time at Oberlin, the emotional ties to Furman were
strong. “I wanted to give back to a school that was so amazing and nurturing for
me,” he says. “And I truly value the liberal arts. At Oberlin [with the conservatory],
they’re separate entities. At Furman, they mesh very well. It’s a real strength.”

graduate work better,” he says, referring to the VickHillis link. “It brought me full circle.”
More recently, on a sabbatical from Oberlin, he
lived in New York where he observed at the Juilliard
School, studied English cathedral music and dabbled in
musical theatre — to the point that he received a call
back for a role in the national tour of “The Producers.”
He says, “I know about graduate school, but I wanted to see how solo singers
make it in New York and what happens when they try to go directly to Broadway.
How does the professional world compare to the academic? Students want to know,
and as a teacher it’s my responsibility to understand how things work.”
Given his clear feeling of connection to Furman and his excitement about
returning to alma mater, Hugh Floyd says he’s ready to build on the well-established
traditions and culture of the Furman Singers — and to take the group another step
forward.
Dr. Floyd, the baton is now yours. Welcome to the podium.
— JIM STEWART
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